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ILIASA  &  ECSA  COMMITTEE MEETINGS 
Remaining for  2005 

 
      Please be advised of the meetings still scheduled for this year.  

• November: 
- ECSA LIRC Comm. Tuesday 8th @ 09h00 @ ECSA 
- Central Reg. Comm. Thursday 19th @ 13h00 @ ECSA 
- ILIASA Annual Luncheon Friday 11th@ 12h15 @ 

Jeppe Quondam (Regional Chairmen to please make 
every effort to attend).  

 
Members are entitled to bring along their own nominated 
guests as long as Roseline is advised by 4th November and you 
pay for your guest. Special guests invited are the MD’s of the 
multinational lift companies, the Chief Executive of ECSA 
and the DoL Directors of Occupational Health & Safety. 
Costs per person is R120,00 inclusive of a starter drink and 
wine on the table. This is payable preferably in advance or on 
entry at the venue to Roseline. A cash bar will be available. 
  

 
 
 

 
MINUTES of the GENERAL  MEETING 

HELD at  E.C.S.A.  FRIDAY  28TH  OCTOBER 
 

1. OPENING: The meeting was opened at 09h00 by 
Ben Peyper in the Chair and Dr Theo Kleinhans as 
Secretary. The Chairman welcomed all present and 
thanked them for the smart turnout. Being a quorum 
he duly declared the meeting constitutional  

 
2. ATTENDANCE:    Attendance as per attendance 

register  -  19 members attended 
 
3. APOLOGIES: As per attendance register  -  2 

members apologized 
 

4. MINUTES of the PREVIOUS REGULAR 
MEETING:   The minutes of the previous meeting 
having been circulated previously, the Chairman just 
touched on the major issues for the benefit of those 
members not present at the previous meeting. He 
requested acceptance of the meeting if there were no 
alterations  

… Proposed: Dr Theo Kleinhans     
… Seconded: Schalk van der Merwe  

 
5. MATTERS ARISING out of the MINUTES:    

Extensive discussions then followed regarding … 
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5.1. Department of Labour: 

 
(i) DoL Directorate: The Chairman gave the meeting 

feedback from the two recent meetings held between 
ILIASA & DoL, with Ben, Clarence and Paul 
representing ILIASA. This follows two prior meetings 
having been cancelled by DoL, one as late as when 
ILIASA were already in the lobby at Laboria. This 
attitude towards ILIASA following all our support the 
past 2 to 3 years is a disappointment to the Excom, 
especially as regards the lack of action to remedy the 
industry’s regulatory and administrative problems. The 
Meeting took note that Mr Jakes Malatse is now acting 
Chief Inspector, assisted by Hlaks Monyaki.  

  
(ii) DoL Lift Industry Management:  ILIASA have the 

distinct impression that DoL are not in as full control of 
the situation as they should be … 

• Lifts and now even escalators are being installed 
around the country without formal ‘application to erect’ 
to DoL. Mr Malatse has previously requested the RLI’s to 
report on this, but do not appear to be transparent in their 
corrective and policing action.  

• There are also cases around the country where the 
requisite application has been forwarded, but replies and 
registration numbers so long in forthcoming that lifts get 
installed and even Comprehensive Report tested without 
the registration number being to hand, as the Clients 
required their lifts to run or penalties would be applied.  

• Of the promised/expected Lift Data System, we only 
hear of the problems in getting it up and running. ILIASA 
place on record formally communicating with DoL at the 
end of 2004 to take over this function under the guidance 
of several pensioners, or at least to assist in getting it up 
and running. We are yet to receive the courtesy of a reply 

•      There are cases where regional DoL inspectors over-
rule RLI’s apparently without just cause such as the 
recent Sasol Secunda case where an RLI’s valid 
Comprehensive Report was questioned as regards the 
‘authority’ of the RLI to issue it and a prohibition notice 
placed on the lift, to the detriment of both Sasol and the 
RLI involved. It required redress directly to Mr Malatse to 
save the day and lift the prohibition notice … ‘Why’? 

•      At this stage an extensive discussion again regurgitated 
the much lamented Section 29 DoL Appointees versus the 
ECSA registered RLI’s. It was stressed that the RLI’s in 
the absence of DoL inspectors, carry out a very positive 
and fruitful contribution to the industry without the 
requisite recognition. Switching off of a lift or escalator 
was again highlighted as not being within an RLI’s 
unitary powers. He has to take recourse to the service  
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     provider or Owner/User for permission to switch off in a 

possibly dangerous situation’. Yet an ‘unqualified’ but 
Ministerially appointed person can due so, apparently  
impervious to the resultant consequences. Is it not perhaps time 
for DoL to give due recognition in this regard that at least an 
RLI can switch off a hazardous or even dangerous lift without 
facing the same possible consequences that he now does if 
done unilaterally? It was again repeated ad nauseum that the 
RLI would act responsibly in this regard and not misuse these 
‘powers’  

 
5.2. SANAS:  ILIASA’s negotiations with DoL to detract 

from the SANAS route has met with no positive reply from 
DoL to date. DoL maintain that this is the route to go for 
Government, which in our professional opinion is over-control. 
We are already subject to stringent registration requirements 
under ECSA through DoL, now inclusive of stringent CPD 
requirements imposed by Government effective from 1st 
January 2006. On top of this it is still intended that we be 
‘accredited to practice’ by SANAS at astronomical annual 
fees.   “WHY?” 

 
5.3. OHSAct:  We reiterate our disappointment at the lack of 

action on the proposed Draft Amendment Bill which may now 
only be gazetted next year, in spite of all our efforts to get a 
well-balanced Bill ready by May 2005. A further concern is 
DoL’s apparent denigration now of the EN81 Code under 
which the lion share of imported lift equipment is 
manufactured overseas. DoL seem by their discussion, to 
favour the ISO or BS standards, yet the Draft Bill subscribes 
fully in essence to the EN81 Code, translated into SANS 1545 
(in its various parts). ILIASA actually fear the consequences of 
this stand since it can have far-reaching implications for the 
future. We do not understand DoL’s midstream change of 
mind. 

  
5.4. SANS Standards:  Following on from the above 

concerns of Standards to be published under the Draft Bill, is 
the influx of standards lately from Australia, India, South 
America and even Canada. DoL appear to accept that if an 
imported lift or escalator was manufactured under a national 
standard in that country, that it be readily acceptable to the 
RSA. The question that the meeting posed is who will control 
and police all these standards when DoL do not appear to go 
out of their offices? Secondly that if a Service Provider import 
such equipment, how are the RLI’s and ILIASA to become 
aware of the claimed standard since SABS has not approved 
same. It is important to note that the OHSAct underpins the 
SABS issued standards only, although DoL appear to have 
relaxed their focus 

 
6. NEW MATTERS    
 The following new matters were tabled and discussed …
  

6.1. Risk Management:  Paul Allen gave the meeting an 
overview of the latest happenings at Sasol Secunda 
following the fatal accident there recently. Safety is 
now in reverse overdrive, where it has become 
extremely restrictive to carry out any maintenance or  

6.2.  

 
       repair of any nature. Safety covers now in fact impede on 

general maintenance. Willem du Toit reminded us of the 
OHSAct/SANS standard that safety should not impede 
on any driven machinery, that general vision and 
maintenance should be able to be carried out without 
requiring the removal of such protective barrier. Paul 
highlighted the requisite focus on Risk Management in 
future as part of any lift company and RLI’s daily 
functions. Risk versus hazard will now take on new 
meanings for us 

 
6.2.      New OHSAct-SANS Compliance:  The Chairman 

tabled documentation on the new Rope Brakes used in 
India under their Standard of Practice. Retractable pit 
buffers that allow the safety-cube in the pit to be achieved 
was also discussed. The Chairman and Willem du Toit 
again reminded us of the following implications that await 
RLI’s within the new Draft Amendment Bill … 

 
(i)      The currently valid OHSAct (No. 86 of 1993 as 

amended) specifically stated all lifts previously compliant 
to the previous Act, to be deemed to comply with the New 
OHSAct, specifically the SABS 1545 & 1543 

 
(iii) The Draft Amendment Bill subscribes to theses 

standards in even more detail, but above all, now requires 
all existing installations to comply. Dependent on 
interpretation, does this mean retro-actively for the 
previously ‘deemed to comply’. This could become a 
nightmare for lift portfolio holders if not properly 
resolved 

 
(iv) Exemptions:   The requirement for exemptions to be 

issued was again raised, with input from the Chairman 
brought back from the Orient. Extensive for and against 
discussions were ended by Willem’s reminder that the 
Draft Bill applies to NEW INSTALLATIONS only, so 
the older existing installations should not need an 
exemption. With a major modernization, the installation is 
required to comply with the latest standards, so solid 
engineering criteria must prevail if the existing building 
structure precludes compliance to a certain new 
requirement. Lately new lifts are installed after removing 
dated equipment. Irrespective of the existing shaft, the 
new installation must by law comply.   

 
(v) Technical Dossier:  It is recognized that still not 

every installer of new equipment supplies a formal 
dossier for every lift installed, with even multi-nationals 
not being fully compliant. The meeting drew attention to 
this fact that ILIASA RLI’s must focus stringently on this 
requirement before signing off annexure A’s  

 
(vi) Safety Circuits & Inspection Controls:  The safety of 

service personnel during shaft inspections was tabled. 
This revolves around some of the older equipment to 
actually override the safety circuits whilst the lift is 
switched to inspection. Willem confirmed the standard 
that requires … all safety circuits to be in series and 
connected to at least two circuit breakers/contactors 
which energizing coils are connected in series with the                      
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safety circuit. This implies that no safety circuit should be 
bridged whilst a lift is being operated. 

 
(vii)      Comprehensive Reports:   Several of the members raised 

the fact that other senior members are already using the new 
Annex ‘B’ Comprehensive Reports whilst they are still using 
the older ones. The new SANS 1545:1 having been legislated, 
presents the new annexure ‘B’ for use. The senior Excom 
members that have been on the various works committees 
drawing up these annexures naturally had immediate recourse 
to them. You may recall at last years conference that Jake 
Malatse stated his acceptance to use the new annexures, being 
more user-friendly and a step forward in progress. Schalk van 
der Merwe has within his Library Project, has organized a full 
set of the latest lift, electrical and allied regulations for you, 
available through Schalk from SABS at some R1500 per CD, 
inclusive of one year’s update service. So it is up to each 
member to be pro-active or await the milktrain service.  

 
6.3.      SANS 1545-5:   The Chairman raised this perennial of the 

Goods-only Access Lift which ostensibly replaces the hoist 
standard (Driven Machinery Section 17). DoL have been 
mum on this point. Willem however advised the meeting that 
the multi-national lift companies had very recently received a 
Draft EN81-3 from SABS, which none of the other members 
present knew about. It seems as if SABS want to scrap the 
SANS 1545-5 and replace it with the proposed European 
standard Part 3. We do not understand this midstream 
change, especially as most of the ILIASA Excom serve on the 
SABS Technical Committee. A Sub-committee of Willem, 
Ben and Paul will investigate this as a matter of urgency with 
the requisite feed-back to us.  

 
6.4.      New ILIASA ID’s:   The fact that members have paid 

their ILIASA subs for 2005-6 but not received their new 
ILIASA ID’s was tabled. Dr Kleinhans and Administrative 
Officer Roseline Jood to please follow up. 

 
6.5.      Regular meeting Cancellation:   The cancellation of three 

meetings this year at short notice was tabled. The Excom have 
undertaken that this will not be repeated in 2006, with 
ILIASA opting to hold all meetings at ECSA in spite of the 
raised cost of R500 per meeting, inclusive of refreshments. 
The Chairman and Secretary will plan the meetings for next 
year and let every members know before the annual luncheon. 

 
6.6.      ILIASA Business Plan:  Several members were of the 

opinion that ILIASA actions are not being planned positively 
within a structured business plan, with the appropriate action. 
Our recent AGM highlighted some 27 projects, of which only 
two or three have been actioned. The Excom undertook to 
hold meetings at least monthly, with champions appointed for 
each project. Future ILIASA meetings will then revolve more 
around action feed-back than willy-nilly talking about it. 
Naturally this implies full involvement from all our members 
and not just from the two or three who have been carrying the 
can for the past few years. 

 
 

 
 
6.7. ILIASA vs LIASA:  A motion was tabled and 

seconded that consideration be given to altering our              
name by dropping the independent. This means reverting 
to ‘Lift Inspectors Association of South Africa’. Bear in 
mind that our recognition status will then have to be 
revisited with ECSA and the like, inclusive of our bank 
account, etc, etc. Our Articles of Association require a 
national vote from every member on such a foundation 
matter. Please see postal/e-mail vote at end of this 
communiqué so as to achieve this. 

 
6.8. ILIASA Annual Luncheon: You are again 

reminded of our annual luncheon where you may invite       
your guests to attend … 

When:   Friday 11th November   
Where:   Jeppe Quandam Club 
Time:   12h15 for 12h30   
Cost:   R120 p.p. 
RSVP:   Roseline by latest noon on Friday 4th November 
 
6.9. Lift Industry Doyen:   We remind you that written 

nominations are still awaited for any deserving             
person in the Lift Industry to be nominated for our 
ILIASA annual award which will be made at the 
luncheon. ILIASA Certificates of Merit will also be 
issued at this event, for which nominations are likewise 
awaited, inclusive of our regional committees. 

 
7. GENERAL: 
  The following important conclusionary issues were tabled 
 
7.1. Draft Proposal One  -  Communications:   Paul 

Allen offered to champion a project whereby ILIASA 
would invite formal communication with DoL at the 
highest level so as to raise our concerns. This will enable 
us to transparently explain these concerns and how non-
remedy will affect the industry. Initially Paul will involve 
say the Chairman, Secretary and Clarence to set up the 
basics for presentation to the Excom. This will include a 
Draft Letter to the DoL National Executive listing our 
concerns as a foundation for the interactive meeting. Time 
is of the essence, so they will prioritize the requisite 
action within days rather than weeks. 

 
7.2. Draft proposal Two  -  Ombudsman:   Dr Theo 

Kleinhans offered to champion the project whereby 
ILIASA would investigate the currently known serious 
transgressions where lifts and escalators have been 
installed without the requisite registrations, and where 
annexure inspections were carried out by RLI’s on these 
installations and Comprehensive Reports issued. The 
Ombudsman Committee would consist of any 3 out of the 
5 Excom members, in addition to the complainant RLI, 
working closely with DoL and ECSA. The focus of this 
task team will be corrective rather than punitive 

 
7.3. Draft Proposal Three  -  ILIASA Training:  Jan 

van Wyk offered to assist a younger champion to drive an 
ILIASA training project focusing on specific CPD RLI  

 



  
 training based on ECSA’s requirements for the future. For 

starters they will concentrate on courses such as … 8. Closure:  The Chairman had to call the meeting to a 
close at noon or we would have overstayed our allocated 
meeting time, since the discussions were so fruitful and 
action provoking. The membership attendance was the 
best for a long time, implying the need by our members 
to get more actively involved, although two 
multinational company representatives were conspicuous 
by their absence. The meeting was duly closed at 12h10. 

 
(i)                Risk Assessment 
(ii)                Interpretation of Regulations/Standards 
(iii) Responsibilities under Code of Conduct/Practice 
(iv) RLI Practice Handbook, etc  

 
7.4.  Draft Proposal Four  -  ILIASA Business Plan of 

Action:  Paul Allen, Ben Peyper, Willem du Toit, Schalk 
van der Merwe and Terence Baker have agreed to drive the 
formulation of an ILIASA Business Plan that would 
transparently set ILIASA project objectives and regularly 
measure the actional success thereof against preconceived 
budget plans. The following AGM Projects must as a priority 
be driven to conclusion by December or latest in the New 
Year: 

 
 

ILIASA’s contact logistics where you speak to  
Roseline or  

Dr Theo Kleinhans is : 
                   `          PO Box 899,  Southdale,  2135 

E-Mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za
Office: (011) 432-1027 

Telefax: (011) 432-0235    (i) ILIASA Library inclusive of SABS CD’s ILIASA’s Banking details 
(ii) ILIASA CPD Logbook for RLI’s registered with ECSA ABSA Bank Booysens Code 334.105 
(iii) Budget for 2006 as regards Membership income and    

Administrative Expenses (including the Educom) 
Savings Account No. 905 581 6413 

 
(iv) Succession Management Plan for ILIASA Excom to 

meet the changing needs of the industry within the next two 
years so as to fast-track PDI’s 

The Editor has taken all steps possible to ensure that the above 
information is totally accurate.  We cannot however be held 
responsible for any act or omission arising out of this EDUCOM 
special communiqué as regards incomplete or incorrect 
information. 

 
   The Editor 
    

 
 

POSTAL  VOTE  on an  ‘ILIASA’  to  ‘LIASA’  NAMECHANGE 
 

Please cut off and fax this portion or e-mail it ASAP to Administrative Officer Roseline at the above contact address.  Please place a 
‘X’ in your selected preference for our name and yes/no for the membership card … 
 
 
                           I prefer the name to remain as Independent Lift Inspectors Association of South Africa 
 
 
 
                           I prefer the name to change to Lift Inspectors Association of South Africa 
                      
 
                     
                          Should our membership card be issued permanently, instead of annually on payment of subs as at present 
 
 
I understand that my vote will be dealt with in the strictest confidence 
 
 
 
 
 
Signed: …………………………………………………..                                        Date: ………………………..   
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